were 7.64% for GLAR and 7.87% for DET at the follow-up visit. After adjusting for baseline characteristics and HbA1c and concomitant antidiabetic medications during the follow-up period, A1C remained lower in GLAR versus DET (7.06 vs 7.84%, \(P = 0.0178\)). Total insulin dose in GLAR was increased from 45.3 U to 75.8 U at the follow-up visit and 33.5 U to 48.6 U in DET. Adjusted weight was 101.2 kg for GLAR and 97.1 kg for DET. CONCLUSIONS: Initiation of GLAR relative to DET in T2D patients is associated with greater improvement in glycemic control achieved within six months. More exenatide use in DET relative to GLAR may possibly explain the group difference in body weight. This analysis was conducted in a single clinical practice hence further studies are needed to determine reproducibility of the findings.
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OBJECTIVES: A meta-analysis of Pioglitazone and Rosiglitazone in patients with type 2 diabetes was conducted to evaluate the effects of each drug on glycemic control, lipids, blood pressure, and weight. In addition, this study was aimed to identify if there is an ethnic difference in the effects between Asian and Caucasian patients by subgroup analysis.

METHODS: Among the randomized controlled trials of Pioglitazone or Rosiglitazone which had been published before February 2008, 63 randomized controlled trials that were eligible for the inclusion/exclusion criteria were collected. For quantitative meta-analysis, the weighted pooled effect sizes and their 95% confidence intervals were calculated. RESULTS: Glucose lowering effect was higher in Rosiglitazone, whereas Pioglitazone produced a more favorable lipid profile. Both thiazolidinediones demonstrated similar increases in body weight. The effect on blood pressure was slightly higher in Pioglitazone. Regarding the effects of Pioglitazone, the pooled effect sizes of Pioglitazone 15 mg were very similar for two different ethnic groups in all parameters. When the effects of Pioglitazone in Caucasian patients group at dose of 30 mg and Asian patients group at dose of 15 mg were compared, most of the overall effects sizes were higher in Caucasian patients group than that of Asian patients group. In case of Rosiglitazone, the pooled effect sizes of Asian patients group administered 4 mg were higher than Caucasian patients group administered the same dose. Furthermore, in comparing the effect sizes of Asian patients group administered 4 mg and Caucasian patients group administered 8 mg, the effect sizes were rather similar than they administered the same dose. CONCLUSIONS: The effects of Pioglitazone on the cardiovascular risk factors are almost the same in different ethnic groups, whereas those of Rosiglitazone varies with ethnicity. In this regards, well-designed head-to-head comparative trials as well as long-term cardiovascular outcome studies should be conducted in order to accurately determine the various effects of the two thiazolidinediones on different ethnic groups.